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The Mortality Rate Is Up 17% Across The
Vaccinated World
Why are cancers rising rapidly in 2022 as well as non-COVID deaths?

Emerald Robinson
Oct 26

335 45

Last week, I recommended that my followers pay attention to the Twitter account of Dr.
Andrew Hu� — because he’s the most important whistleblower in America right now.

This week, I recommend that you follow the Twitter account of the Ethical Skeptic —

who might be the most important COVID data analyst right now.

Why?

The Black Ops/SCI Top Secret US Naval intelligence o�cer and data expert known as
the “Ethical Skeptic” on Twitter has been keeping tabs on the CDC’s database releases,
and he’s got some very bad news: the mortality rate across the vaccinated world is up

17% and cancer is “at a 9-sigma rise.”
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The extraordinary increase in cancer cases seems to be con�rmed by various doctors
who can speak honestly on social media because they are speaking anonymously.
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Here is lag-adjusted non-COVID mortality on a chart.
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This is happening around the world right now. Here’s Dr. John Campbell explaining that
17% more people died in Australia in the �rst half of 2022 than expected.

Dr.No (Reformed) 
@DrNo_Reformed

17.1% more people are dying of a mysterious cause, and nobody on the news cares.
Dr. John Campbell explains: youtu.be/xRCv_Wh5njM
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11:28 PM ∙ Oct 16, 2022
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Excess mortality rates are being noticed by insurance industry experts as well —
particularly in working age people between the ages of 18 and 64.

Dr.No (Reformed) 
@DrNo_Reformed

Largest mass die-off of the working class in history?

CEO of an insurance company with 2,000 employees claiming a 10 sigma event of 
working class people dying off.  1 out of a billion years? 
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The Ethical Skeptic has been closely monitoring the CDC’s data game-playing to hide
excess deaths.
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The Ethical Skeptic contends that the CDC database is being manipulated to hide the
side e�ects of the experimental COVID vaccines.
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Here’s that screenshot up close. You should probably sit down before you read this last
chart — especially if you’re vaccinated.
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In sum: there very little COVID in the world now, but there’s plenty of unexplained
deaths.

Heart-related deaths. Cancer deaths.

How many of those deaths were vaccinated people?

Who’s the only reporter in the world to ask Dr. Fauci why he funded the Wuhan Lab of

Virology? Who was the �rst reporter to confront Jen Psaki about Hunter Biden and his
Chinese investments? Who asked President Trump when he would stop the NIH’s
funding of the Wuhan Lab in April 2020 — a year before any other media outlet?

Independent and fearless journalists need your support like never before.

I need your support like never before.

If we are going to survive the current regime then we must stand together.

I’ve got your back. Do you have mine?

I Need Your Support!
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45 Comments

43 more comments…

Write a comment…

9 replies by Emerald Robinson and others

Madjack Oct 26

I took two shots and now get extremely short of breath going up one flight of stairs. I
suspect I will die of a “heart event” in the next 12-24 months. This is anecdotal but it is my
experience.
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5 replies

Lisa A Oct 26

Been following Ethical for over a year now. Don’t have a Twitter account. Have wanted to
ask if the cancer and heart issues could also be a side effect of having been infected with
the virus itself. Agree the shots are awful, but if this was an engineered bio weapon …
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